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This deluxe Thomas & Friends coloring book features 64 coloring pages starring Thomas the Tank

Engine and his friends, plus more than 1,000 stickers! Itâ€™s the perfect coloring book for

train-obsessed boys and girls ages 3 to 7.
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I thought this was just a sticker book and purchased it to use along wit a chart for potty training.

Turns out, it's actually a coloring book with stickers included. I'm sure I just didn't read the

description carefully enough.The stickers are perfect for a Thomas-themed sticker chart, they're the

perfect size and my son loves picking out which train to put up. The coloring pages are nice too.

They rip out for on-the-go and they have handy captions that let me know which train is which (so

my son doesn't have to look at me like an idiot for not knowing)

I liked that this book is a combination of stickers and coloring. The coloring pages are nice pictures

from different Thomas the Train episodes and each page has a short description at the top, which is

nice for kids just starting to read. As this book says there are tons of stickers and probably half of

them are nice stickers of various characters, but the reason I gave it 4 stars is that the other half of

the stickers are either vaguely-train-related symbols (such as arrows, tickets, stopwatches, hooks,



windmills, etc.) or these rectangular character stickers that don't stick worth a darn. I'm using these

stickers as reward chart stickers and my kids get kinda (understandably) upset when they know

they had stickers, but they come back to a chart with no stickers on it because they all fell off onto

the floor. As long as you realize that only about half of the stickers will be very useful, this is a great

book!

Stickers don't stick that well. They stick at first but in a few minutes start unstitching. They are a

good size though, and tons of them! Love the coloring pages. Pages are white which is great for

markers. Love that the pages are perforated, too.

This has coloring book pages (which can be torn out) and lots of great stickers. I was going to use

them as incentives for my son to potty train, but he's not interested, so we just use them for fun.

This book is worth the price for the stickers alone. There are four stories of detachable coloring

pages included within the book (those whose children are glued to Netflix will recognize them as

shortened versions of the show and films). There are three sets of sticker pages nestled between

the stories. These stickers are EXCELLENT! Many feature the main engines, but there are a few

pages with nearly all the side characters (my kiddo is particularly excited about the Whiff stickers

because that engine wears glasses).

The coloring pages are perforated! Hooray! My son loves the stickers and the coloring pages. He is

2 and recently obsessed with Thomas the Train. The stickers are of a good quality, as are the

coloring pages. This book is done by Golden Books, so you're getting a great product.

Wonderful book that includes lots and lots of pages to color and/or stickers to add. MANY of the

stickers are VERY SMALL. My nephew loves anything "Thomas the Train" and will surely love this

book!!!

This is the best coloring book!!! Excellent stickers for reward charts with lots of train characters

included. They are repetitive but it's exactly what I was looking for. The coloring book has words so

we can also read it like a story. She loves it!!!
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